Owen/Cox Dance Group 2019 Donors

$25,000+
Seeley Foundation

$11,000-$24,999
Missouri Arts Council*
Muriel McBrien Kauffman Foundation
Richard J. Stern Foundation for the Arts

$5,000-$10,000
Michael Borck and Kathleen Brannan*+
The Bright Futures Fund of Kansas City*
Patricia Celenza
Country Club Christian Church Metro
Mission Council*
Estelle S. and Robert A. Long Ellis Foundation*
Louis and Elizabeth Nave Flarsheim Charitable Foundation*
Francis Family Foundation
Vicky Frenkel
Doug Frost
Linda Lighton and Lynn Adkins
Frank and Margaret McGee Foundation*
Neighborhood Tourist Development Fund
Jennifer Owen and Brad Cox*+
John Owen and Joan Andersen
Rod Parks, Retro Inferno**+
Todd Bolender Fund for Arts in Kansas City

$2,500-$4,999
ArtsKC Fund
Colin Cox**+
The H&R Block Foundation*
Martha Lee Cain Tranby Music Enrichment Fund
Linda Nottberg*+
Russell and Rebka Sakati*
Foot Traffic
Leo Gilbert Wetherill Foundation*

$1,000-$2,499
Anonymous
Dr. Robert Claassen*+
Kyle Danner
Marcia and Eliseo Fernandez

The Breidenthal-Snyder Foundation*
Greater Kansas City Community Foundation
Michele Hamlett-Weith and Brian Weith
Burton Justice*+
George H. Langworthy Sr.
Benny and Edith Lee
Abby Kepka and David Rinck
Bill Knapper and Kim Logan
Siobhan McLaughlin Lesley
Mike and Linda Lyon
David E. Martin
Mark Sappington and David McGee
Jan Schoonover*
Dana Seeley*
James and Michele Stowers
Phillip and Rebecca Smith
Martin Stack and Donna Swischer
Melody Stewart*
Louis and Francis Swinken Foundation*
Paul Temme and Loring Leifer
William and Tracy Thomas
Mark Tomasic
Jeffrey Zimmerman*

$300-$999
Deborah Briggs*
Copaken Family Fund
Country Club Bank*
Jane Ratcliffe and Jack Coakley**+
Dr. Gwendolyn Cooke
John and Cheryl Cox
Andrew Finkelstein
Nathan Fors and Barb Hall
Marilyn Gaar
Joan Gale
Hank, Christie, and Patrick Glaeser
Kathrin Goldman*+
Shirley and Barnett C. Helzberg Jr.
John and Sharon Hoffman*
Don Yaworski and Johnna Hogenkamp
Gina Irish
Christine and Steven Jacques
Amy James
Andrew and Lynn Kaufman
William and Regina Kort

* Take the Stage donors
**+Take the Stage and Owen/Cox Dance Group donors
Owen/Cox Dance Group 2019 Donors

Laura Loyocono*+
William Marse
Kate and Jason McKinney*
Mary J. Weber Foundation*
Musical Theater Heritage—A Night on the Town Theater Trips
Matt Otto and Jennifer Cotter
Mary Pinizzotto and Mark Gardiner*+
Amy Rathbone*
The Schulze Family
Ellen Sheridan, DDS
Gerald and Leslie Spaits
Chris Steineger and Shari L. Wilson*+
William and Janet Taylor
Jennifer Tierney *+
Howard and Gerry Trilling*+
Megan Toal*

$200-$299
Blair Bieser
Tim and Carolyn Brewer
Kathy Bunch
Kathleen Cita
Don and Patricia Dagenais
Dick and Eleanor Dawson
Barb Deane*+
Don and Jill Hall
Bill and Marjean Harshbarger
Joe Hatley and Rev. Holly McKissick
David H. Hughes, Jr.
Sarah Ingram-Eiser
Chet and Ruth Johnson
Isabel and Russell Johnson
Andrew, Zoe, and Mya Kinney
Kiwanis Club of Shawnee*
Art and Marianne Lafex
Christopher Leitch and Stuart Hinds
Bill Marse
G. Dale Mathey
Tiffany Matson*+
Dr. John May and Lisa Choules*+
Rick Murray
Heather Nania and Jeff Harshbarger
Christine Nedeau
Dr. Regina Nouhan and John Eck*+

Elaine Poe
Wendy Powell*
Rob Robinson*
Christopher and Lisa Sirridge
Greg and Barbara Storm
Ann and John Sundeen
Elisabeth Thorn
Keith Washburn
Art Wortman*+

$100-$199
William Allen
Dennis Aguiar and Susan Glatt
Anonymous
Stella Ayers *+
T. Denise Ayers
Russell Baker and Mark Corey
Deborah Barker*
Gary Becker*+
Gene Bell
Rose Mary Beuthien
Susan Bibbs*
Simone Briand and Roger Wilder
Vera Burdt
Stacy Busch*
James Carns
Monty and Trilla Carter
Peach Church*+
John and Susan Crowe
Mark and Marvie Dirks*+
Dr. David Donovan
Dan and Janet Dubrava
William Dye
Gary Espinas
Ronald Fitch
Kim Foster
Kimber Myers Givner*
Debra Grayson
Simon Grinsted and Anne Schulte
Mary Hegenbarth
Charles and Mollie James
Maureen Kennedy
Adrienne Kilbride
Henry Lane and Elizabeth Suh-Lane

* Take the Stage donors
*+Take the Stage and Owen/Cox Dance Group donors
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Mary Anne Lappin
Joseph and Renee McGhee-Lenart
Frank Lipsman and Janet Mark
Dan Mahler
Corey Meyer*
Pat and Louise Meyers
Dr. James Mobberley
Joe and Rita Morris*+
Timothy and Kim Pickell
Jane Schaefer
Alvin Schneider
Cherise Sedlock*
Patrick and Thaylia Smith-Conway
Craig Sole
Thomas Styrkowicz *+
Robert Super and Phaedra Svec
Carole A. Thorn
Sascha Groschang and Patrick Thomas
Angela Walker
Josef Walker*
Bryan and Jennifer Wampler
Jack and Rhoda Wisman
Karen Yungmeyer

$99 and Under
Manny Abarca*
Karin Bauer
Marissa Baum*
Emily and Ken Behrmann
Stephen P. Binns
Victoria Botero
Deborah Carbery
Regina Compernolle and Rick Mareske
Kayla Delatorre*
Alyssa Dinberg
Rebecca Ebert
Al and Sherry Elliott
Emily Jellison
Mary Jo Essex
Anna Favrow*
William Fossati
Stephanie Freeman
Beth Gerome*
Shelley Henn*
Elizabeth Holliday

Matthew Hughes
Jerry Jackson
Steven Mark Johnson
Howard and Suzi Kilbride
Scott and Nancy Kincaid
Carla and Tiberius Klausner
Alexey Ladokhin
Susan Lawrence and Charlie Paynter
Jesse Love*
Maureen Loyacono*
Carlanda McKinney
Mary Needham
Sandy Nichols
Steve Paul and Carol Zastoupil
Cindy Pflumm*
Margo Quiriconi
Susan Ray
Gail Reinsch and Mike Sinclair
Janet Rhone
Miguel Sewer
Ben and Linda Stephenson (in memory of Mary Ann Stephenson)
Ken Stephenson (in memory of Mary Ann Stephenson)
Amanda Sisney
Sandy Vinzant
Nancy and Mark Welch
Nicole C. White*

* Take the Stage donors
*+Take the Stage and Owen/Cox Dance Group donors